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Abstract:The pages in WWW are created to provide information about the real-world entities such as car, book, hotel, 
organization, university, company, person, music etc.  Only 1% of this information is provided by traditional search 

engines as the rest is the part of the hidden web. Major part of this hidden web data is present in the web server 

databases. The data from the databases is accessible through the query interfaces which needs human intervention. So, 

in this paper we propose a novel artificial intelligent approach to expose the hidden web. The system will create an 
expert system, having a knowledge base of rules and facts about the domain, which will help in extracting the data 

region sections from the result web pages.  From the data section region, the named entities or tuples or objects will be 

extracted and will be stored in a semantic linked graph. Every object will be stored as nodes and the relationships 

between the nodes will be stored as arcs. If similar objects are fetched from different sources, then the description of the 
objects will not be duplicated. So, redundancy information is eliminated. 

Keywords:Artificial intelligence, expert system, hidden web, query interfaces, search engine, semantic graph. 

 
 

 Introduction 
The hidden web contains 7,500 TB of data and the surface web contains 167 TB of data [1]. It is estimated 
that 99% of WWW is composed of hidden web and 1% is surface web [2, 3]. Several millions of this hidden 
web content resides in the web server databases and is made visible by demand of the user [4]. This data is of 
high quality and quantity. This data is accessible only by filling the query interfaces in the web forms. Filling 
the query interfaces need human intervention, so traditional search engines are not able to index that data. 
The users extract the desired information after filling many query interfaces. So, automatic extraction of this 
data and present this data to the user can highly improve the user experience on the search engines. Many 
search engines, crawlers and wrappers are created to extract this data.   Examples of applications that attempt 
to make Hidden-Web information more easily accessible include: metasearchers [5, 6, 7, and 8], Hidden-Web 
crawlers [9, 10]. It is a big challenge to extract the information about the objects of different classes. The 
class here refers to any domain example book, hotel, flight, persons etc. The object refers to the instance of 
the class. For ex, a specific book or a person etc. 

In this paper, a new technique based on expert system is proposed for extracting the data regions from the 
web pages. The data regions contains information about the web objects lying on the web server databases. 
The system will create a knowledge base having rules and facts about the domain for extracting the data 
regions from the result web pages. The objects or tuples or named entities or records found in the data region 
will be extracted and a semantic linked graph will be created. The objects will be stored as nodes and the 
nodes will be having properties describing it. If the different objects or nodes have any kind of relationship, 
then that relationship will be displayed using the arcs in the graph. For ex, a book class has a property author. 
Author is itself a class ―person‖. The description of the author will be linked to all the book written by him. 
The description about a single object, for example a book, can be present on multiple websites. The same 
kind of information can be stored on different web servers. In the proposed system, instead of duplicating the 
information, the information will be stored once in the semantic graph and the relationship ―similar’ will be 
created between the nodes. 

Literature Survey 
Zaiqing [11] extracted structured entities, named entities, entity facts and relations from the web. A new 
framework ―iknoweb‖ was proposed which is an interactive knowledge mining framework for entity 
information integration. The entity search engine was developed which crawls and extract the entities from 
the web. Peter [12] extracted the entities from the unstructured information from the Wikipedia. The RDF 
triples are created from the unstructured Wikipedia text. These triples describe the properties of entities and 
the relations between the entities. A new framework was introduced to carry out an end-to-end extraction of 
DBpedia triples from the unstructured text. Nathanael [13] presented a novel approach to identify web 
objects that find relationships between the user’s action and linguistic information associated with web 
objects. A new approach ―WebLearn‖ was proposed, which is a new approach to identify the web objects 
based on unifying the semantic content of a user’s utterance with the semantic content of the text written 
surrounding web objects. Ke Zhai [14] proposed an unsupervised approach based on the adaptor grammar to 
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automatically identify the brand and product entities from a large collection of web queries in online 
shopping domain. The three different sets of grammar rules to infer query structures and extract brand and 
product entities are proposed. Their focus is automatically extracting the brand and products from web-scale 
online shopping queries. Xiaoxin [15] proposed a new approach for building a hierarchical taxonomy of the 
generic search intents for a class of named entities ex. Music, movies etc. The proposed architecture finds the 
phrases representing generic intents from the user queries and organize these phrases into a tree. 

Proposed Architecture  
A novel artificial intelligence approach is proposed which will extract the data regions containing the records 
from hidden web databases. The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. The knowledge base 
having the rules for extracting the data region and the facts about the domains is created. Using the rules the 
data region will be extracted and the object will be stored in a graph called semantic linked graph. The steps 
of the proposed technique are given below. 

 URL template generation 

Using the crawled web forms and query logs, the generic URL templates will be generated. These generic 
URL’s will help in the generation of specific URL’s which contains data from web servers. 

 Knowledge base creation 

The information about the properties of an object is extracted from the keyword vector table and by 
interviewing the web developer experts the rules are created which helps in extracting the data region from 
the result web pages. 

 URL formation 

The specific URL’s are created by completing the generic URL templates. The query logs are processed to 
generate the complete URL’s. These URL’s contains the data from the web server databases. 

 Data section extractor 

Using the knowledge base, the data section will be extracted from the result pages. The data sections will be 
containing the data from the hidden web. 

 Named entity extraction and integrator 

The data from the data sections extracted above will be pulled out and the data will be stored as a semantic 
linked graph. 

 

Figure 1. Proposed Architecture 

A. URL Template Generation 

The input to URL Template Generation will be the two sample web forms of the domain of interest and the 

crawled web forms of that domain. The output of the URL template generation will be the URL template 

table, keyword vector table and the form queue. The Keyword vector table will initially contain the 
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frequency of occurrence of all the keywords of the sample web forms and later the frequency of all the 

keywords found in the crawled query web forms will be added in it as shown in Table1.Similarity of the 

query web forms, based on the keywords matched with the sample web forms, will also be stored in the 

keyword vector table. The form queue will contain the details of all the query web forms which are at least 

60% similar to the sample web forms it as shown in Table 2. The URL template will contain the URL’s but 

these URL’s will be in the generic form as shown in Table 3. The query interfaces or the web forms that are 

more like the sample web forms will be taken and their details will be stored in the form queue. These forms 

will be filled with the default value ―default_x‖ and will be auto submitted. Once submitted the URL’s will 

be generated, these URL’s will be the generic URL’s. These will be stored in the URL template table. Most 

of the web forms have single text field, so a single URL template is generated for them.  The web forms 

having multiple text fields, radio buttons, list etc. will have multiple URL templates. The default value can 

be set in the case of text fields. In case of the list or radio button group the list if finite and one by one of 

them can be set as selected. As an example, the search web form of bookfinder4u.com is taken. The search 

form of bookfinder4u is shown in Fig. 2. This forms extracts the data about the books from the web server 

databases. It finds the details about books of different countries like Canada, USA, and UK etc. based on 

title or author or ISBN or any other keyword. So, several generic URL templates are generated based on the 

selected value. The list of the generic URL templates generated by bookfinder4u.com by auto submission is 

given below in Table 3.  

B. Knowledge Base Creation 

The knowledge base created will assist in automatically identifying the region of web pages containing the 

records from deep web databases. The input to this module will be the domain knowledge and the high-

quality information about the possible data containing sections of the web pages, which will be provided by 

the website developer experts. The knowledge base is created using the input provided to the system. The 

knowledge base contains the data, facts and the rules about the domains. The rules will help in 

automatically identifying the data regions from the result web pages. The knowledge is represented by the 

rule-based system. The domain knowledge will contain the attributes defining the object. 

 

Table 1: Keyword Vector Table 

Form Id Book Name Author Publication Subject Similarity 

S1 2 2 1 1 1  

F1 1 1 1 - 1 80% 

 

Table 2: Form Queue 

Web form 

Id 

Web form URL id 

3 <form>…</form> 1 

5 <form>…</form> 1 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Query web form 
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Table 3: URL templates for bookfinder4u.com 

URL ID URL Template 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/search_author/default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/search_title/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/search/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/compare.aspx?isbn= default_x 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/uk/title/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/uk/author/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/uk/keyword/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/fr/title/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/fr/author/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/fr/keyword/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/ca/title/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/ca/author/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/ca/keyword/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/de/title/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/de/author/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/de/keyword/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/jp/title/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/jp/author/ default_x.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/jp/keyword/ default_x.html 

 

For example, the book has attributes name, title, author, subject, publisher, volume, year of publication, 

price. So, the description about any named entity is collected and the facts are created. For example the 

facts about the ―book‖ entity are given below. 

Written_by (book, author) 

Has (book, name) 

Has (book, title) 

Has (book, subject) 

Published (book, year) 

Has (book, cost) 

Has (book, volume) 

Has_unique (book, ISBN)   

The high-quality information about the sections of a web pages that display the hidden web data is 

provided by the website developer experts. The data collected from the website developer experts will 

be converted into knowledge or rules. The data will be converted in to the propositional logic. Later it 

will be used by the rule interpreter. 

As per the data collected, few of the web pages display the data from hidden web databases in a tabular 

form.  Few tables have the header which clearly indicates that it is the hidden data containing section as 

shown in Fig. 3. The rules given below are constructed which will help in automatic extraction of such 

data sections from the result web pages. The header of such tables should contain the attributes 

describing the entity.According to these rules the table header should have some of the attributes 

describing the book entity. 

Has (th, title) ^ Has (th, author) Book (table) 

Has (th, title) ^Has (th, subject) Book (table) 

Has (th, title) ^Has (th, year)       Book (table) 

Has (th, author) ^ Has (th, subject)  Book (table) 

Has (th, author) ^Has (th, year)   Book (table) 

Has (th, subject) ^ Has (th, year)    Book (table) 

Has (th, subject) ^Has (th, year) ^Has (author) ^has (title) Book (table) 

Per the website developer experts, certain times the data is displayed in the table but the header is not 

there in the table tag as shown in Fig. 4.All the row of the table should contain the attributes describing 

the object. So there should exist some table, whose all rows has the attributes describing the entity 

book. So, in order to identify such sections the rule is given below.  

∃ table (Ɐ tr  (Has (tr, author) v Has (tr, by)) ^ (Has (tr, price) ^ Has (tr, followed (price, : number ))) v 

Has (tr, ISBN)  Book (table)) 
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Figure 3. Result Web page containing the <th> tag in <table> tag 

 

 

Figure 4.Result Web page containing no <th> tag in <table> tag 

 

Figure 5. Result Web page containing the data in <li> tags 

As per the website developer experts the data from the databases can be displayed in the list as shown in Fig. 

5.There should exist some unordered or ordered list, whose list item should have the listing of the attributes 

describing the entity book. For the extraction of such section of a web page the rule is given below.  

∃ul or ol (Ɐ  li (Has (li, author) v Has (li, by)) ^ (Has (li, price) ^ Has (li, followed (price: number ))) v Has 

(li, ISBN)  Book (li)) 

As per the website developer experts the data from the databases can be displayed in the diversion (div) tag 

as shown in Fig. 6. All the tags of the html page are in a hierarchy. The tags are taken in descending order of 

their depth. For the extraction of such section of a web page the rule is given below. 

∃div ((Has (div, author) v Has (div, by)) ^ (Has (div, price) ^ Has (div, followed (price: number ))) v Has 

(div, ISBN)  Book (div)) 
 

C. URL Formation 

The specific or the complete URL’s of the result pages will be created from the URL templates. The input to 

the URL formation will be the URL templates and the values of the attributes fetched from the query logs. 

The  
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Figure 6. Result Web page containing the data in <div> tags 

URL templates are the generic URL’s and contains the default value ―default_x‖. The default value will be 

replaced by the specific instances of the keywords. The frequently used keyword instances for the 

domainswill be collected from the query logs. The query logs contain many keywords instances which are 

issued by the users.The query logs will be processed and the frequently used keywords will be extracted. The 

default value ―default_x‖ will be replaced by the keywords extracted and the URL’s will be created as 

shown in Table 4. These URL’s will contain the data from the website database servers. These web pages 

will act as an input to the Data Section Extractor. 
 

D. Data Section Extractor 

The input to the data section extractor will be the result web pages and the knowledge base which contains 

the rules as shown in Fig. 7. The current result web page will be stored in the working memory. The data 

section extractor or the inference mechanism (IM) will read the details or tags of the current web page and 

will read the rules and facts from the knowledge base. Now one by one the rules will be matched with the 

current web page’s expected data containing sections. If the section matches with the any of the rules, then 

that section is pulled out and is stored as data section database. The data sections will be stored in the 

memory for the extraction of records from the hidden web. 

E. Named Entity Extractor and Integrator 

The input to this module are the facts and the extracted data regions. There are two issues with the data lying 

on the web server databases. The first issue is that the data extracted about a single object from different 

websites might give details of different properties of the object. For example some websites might provide the 

title, author, price and ISBN of a book. Some websites might give title, author, price, ISBN, volume and year 

of publication etc. of a book. The web servers stores the data using the relational databases, which have a 

fixed schema. The second issue is that the details of a single entity or object can be present on more than one 

web servers. For example the details of ―Complete Reference‖ book of subject java is present on multiple web 

servers. So, it leads to redundancy of the data on the web.  So these two issues will be resolved in the 

proposed technique i.e.redundancy of data will be removed and flexibility of storing different properties. A 

node of aURL, which displays the data from deep web, is created. All the records from that URL are 

connected to it.  The records are stored as nodes. All the properties of a record are linked to the record node. 

The properties are displayed in rectangles. The semantic association of the property of record or object is 

described using the relationship. The relationship is described using the arcs. As here there is no pre described 

fixed schema or structure of the records so the first issue addressed above is resolved. If there are two URL’s 

which provides details about two similar books, then the nodes of those two records will be created but 

information will be attached to one node. The second record node is connected to first record node using the 

―similar‖ relationship. If there is some information which is present only in second record from URL2 then 

only the unique property detail will be attached to it.So the second issue of information redundancy is also 

resolved.All the details of the entities in the WWW are stored once and the relationship is stored if two 

entities are linked to each other. For example ―Complete Reference‖ book of java is written by ―Herbert 

Schildt‖ which itself belongs to class ―person‖. So all the information of Herbert Schildt will be stored only 

once and the books written by him will be directly linked with the relationship. 
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Figure 7. Data Section Extractor 

Table 4: URL’s generated from URL Templates 

URL ID URL 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/search_author/horstman.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/search_title/java.html 

1 http://www.bookfinder4u.com/search/programming.html 

 

 

Figure 8. Semantic Linked Graph of Hidden Web Data  

 

Conclusion and Future Work 
In the paper a new expert system based technique is proposed which will automatically identify the data 
region sections from the result web pages. The data extracted is integrated efficiently using the semantic 
networks. All the records which can be semantically linked to each other are connected using the 
relationships.Currently the entities from the single domain are stored and linked. In future all the entities 
from the different domain can be extracted, stored and linked using the semantic relations. 
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